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Quick Guide for pairing  
Stop Noise Bluetooth Handset 1.177.87.0 or  
Stop Noise Bluetooth Headset Adapter 2.307.87.0 
with TH1n Bluetooth Dongle 2.307.21.0 
 

1. Attach the BT dongle to TH1n side connector when the terminal is turned off. 

2. Hold the dongle’s pairing button down and turn on the radio. The blue light in the 
dongle frist blinks twice when it is starting up. Keep holding down the pairing button 
until the blue light begins to blink again. Now the dongle is searching for pair. 

3. Start the Handset in pairing mode by holding down the pairing button on the top of 
the handset until you have first heard the start up sound (ascending) and a few 
seconds after that the four tone pairing sound. 

4. Now the handset is making continuous beeping sound to indicate that it is seaching 
for a pair. When the beeping stops and the handset makes a different two-tone 
sound, it means that the two devices are paired and ready for use. 
 

Note 1: You need to have a headset attached to the Headset Adapter to hear the pairing 
sounds. 

Note 2: When paired and powered, the pairing button of the dongle works as a PTT. 
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Pairing code 

For improved security, the pairing code has been updated from 0000 to 8998. Pairing code 
needs to be dialed only when pairing BT peripherals (handset & headset adapter) with a 
mobile phone or a TETRA radio with inbuilt Bluetooth (such as TH9). 

The TH1n dongle and the peripherals (handset & headset adapter) have fixed pairing 
codes so there is no need to dial the code when pairing them. However, the ones with 
older code 0000 can’t be paired with the ones that have newer code 8998.  

The old and new ones can be differentiated easily from their labels. Old TH1n dongle 
doesn’t have any labels and the new dongle has a CE label. The old peripherals have 
letter A at the middle of their serial number and in the new ones the corresponding letter is 
B. 

Below pictures show the products with new pairing code 8998 

  


